A tiny big adventure
Orkatz and I decided to build up this little company after carving timber lures
for 6 years. Along this time, we have produced above 100 fine performing
prototypes to go for tunas. We focused on paulownia floating lures because
nothing satisfied us more than a surface strike and paulownia is magic when
focusing action. During this time we have been improving our lures in search
of best fish liking. And that is why Amegari, first of all, is lure action: what
moves fish towards surface. We want our lures to sweep or slide. If they dont,
we don´t want them. If in addition they WTD or twitch, much better.
Then we went worried on paulownia lures' durability which comes up short
on most lures available carved in this timber. That is why every Amegari lure
has a first 2 x sealing coats oriented on wood hardening and which still
mantains its natural buoyancy. Then two additional epoxy coatings, deep
sanding, painting, 2 x urethane coats, then applied foiling and holographies,
more painting, one more epoxy coat, (brand, model and eyes stickers), 3 x
epoxy coatings, secret treatment :D, water sanding, 3 urethane coats, water
sanding, and 3 more urethane coats (that at least!! :) ). Above 12 days of
treatment and then 10 days curating for hardening. Result is an hard elastic
coating deep enough to stand treble impacts and allow certain hook point
penetration (we are now using single hooking and going to stick to it, much
better to release fish and fight more satisfying wars).
Our lures are control tested as they are all different. Very close, but different
since we use machinery, but got our own way of doing things so everything
is handmade. We pick several from every months production to check action
is perfect. We respond for our lures in case of any type of problem.
Our goal with Amegari is to stay close to what we like best, fishing, and to
anglers, as we share same interests and passion. Of course, keep on casting
like there is no tomorrow. That is why we only build lures in very limited
quantity so we can improve every day and take time to make prototypes,
cast & cast, search for new artifacts (we like every sort of fishing, of course!!)
and still travel everywhere.

So this said, obviously, we are not wholesalers. Our monthly production is
around 200 lures (we dont produce all models every month, just what the
few shops we work -and want to work- for ask).
We have two lines of lures. What we call “Tuna Toys” and the larger “GT Toys”.
About colours, 6 usual finishes and 2 "flying fish" finishes for each model. If
you consider our lures to stock your shop, you can choose all aspects
involving appearance of the Amegari lures and could even work shortly on
exclusive decos matching area baitfish if batches are large enough
(remember we scape from mass production, so this is easy for us).

Color Chart

MADAGASCAR

WINGED PINK

STEEL BLACK

WINGED FUSILIER ORANGE BELLY

RAINBOW MADNESS

FUSILIER ORANGE BELLY

BLACK RED HEAD

STEEL PINK

MOE BLACK

BALLYHOO

SAURIE

ANCHOVY BLACK

ANCHOVY BLUE

REAL MACK

BLUE MACK

GREEN MACK

WINGED BLUE

PURE PINK

SARDINE BLUE

CHARTREUSE MULLET

STEEL WHITE

MULLET

WINGED ORANGE

REDHEAD

Color Chart

HERRING

YELLOW TAIL FUSILER

Lure Range

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Kaxü 215 FS

Floating Sweeper
DETAILS:

Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 215mm
Weight: 95-100g
Recommended trebles: ST66 4/0
Max size trebles: ST76 4/0
Suitable for single hooking.

ACTION:
Ultra balanced sweeper on both long and
short sweeps (splash, bubble trail and
vertical and horizontal “S” swim).
Excellent swimmer on linear retrieving.
Rough waters tuned.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Mèhe 185 FSE

Floating Sweeper Easy Sweep Tuned

DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 185mm
Weight: 65g
Recommended trebles: ST66 3/0
Max size trebles: ST76 3/0
Suitable for single hooking.

ACTION:
Long jerks for easy sweeping with
extreme rolling action.
twitching action and topwater WTD.

Lure Range
1.6mm S/S through wiring

Dzanga
160
FPD
Bubbletrail Sweeping Popper
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 160mm
Weight: 55g
Recommended trebles: BKK Raptor Z 3/0
Suitable for single hooking and combined
treble/single

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for massive
turbulence, rolling “S” action and
large bubble trail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Dzanga
180
FPD
Floating Popper Diver
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 180mm
Weight: 85g
Recommended trebles: ST66 3/0
Max size trebles: ST66 4/0
Suitable for single hooking.

ACTION:
Long jerks for diving action and “S”
line bubble trailing. “POP” sounder.
Short jerks for pop & splash.
Topwater spitting WTD.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Dzanga
195
FPD
Bubbletrail Sweeping Popper
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 195mm
Weight: 85-95g
Recommended trebles: ST76 3/0
Max size trebles: ST66 4/0
Suitable for single hooking.

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for massive
turbulence, rolling “S” action and
large bubble trail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Leen
145
FS
Floating Sweeper & Twitcher
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 145mm
Weight: 42-45g
Recommended trebles: Owner ST66 2/0
Suitable for single hooks.

ACTION:
Short/long sweeps for splash, bubble
trail and random “Z” swimming
action. Topwater erratic WTD. Linear
retriving for minnow action.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Leen
180
FS
Floating Sweeper & Twitcher
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 180mm
Weight: 75-80g
Recommended trebles: Owner ST76 3/0
Suitable for single hooks.

ACTION:
Short/long sweeps for splash, bubble
trail and random “Z” swimming
action. Topwater erratic WTD. Linear
retriving for minnow action.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Urpekari
190 FDP
190mm Floating Diving popper
DETAILS:

Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 190mm
Weight: 80-85g
Recommended trebles: ST76 3/0
Max size trebles: ST66 4/0
Suitable for single hooking.

ACTION:

Long/short sweeps for a combination
of rolling and wobbling action with
huge bubbletrailing & massive
topwater turbulence.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Lingo 160 & 190 S

Floating stickbait. Sweep & twitch

DETAILS:
Carved out of Sapelle wood
Length: 160 & 190mm
Weight: 95 & 140g
Trebles: BKK 3/0 & 6/0
Suitable for single hooking or mixed
treble/ single

ACTION:
Short & Long jerks for easy sweeping
with extreme “S” action.
twitching action and subsurface WTD.

Lure Range
1,6mm S/S through wiring

Flavie 150 & 180 F

Floating stickbait. Sweep & twitch

DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 150 & 180mm
Weight: 50 & 75g
Trebles: BKK 2/0 & 4/0
Suitable for single hooking or mixed
treble/ single

ACTION:
Short & Long jerks for easy sweeping
with extreme rolling action.
twitching action and topwater WTD.

Flavie 130, 150 & 180 S

Sinking stickbait. Sweep & twitch

DETAILS:

ACTION:

Carved out of Sapelle wood
Short & Long jerks for easy sweeping
Length: 130, 150 & 180mm
with extreme rolling action.
Weight: 60, 80 & 120g
twitching action and subsurface WTD.
Trebles: BKK size 1, 2/0 & 4/0
Suitable for single hooking or mixed
treble/ single

Lure Range

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Dzanga
230
/
40
cup
Bubbletrail Sweeping Popper
DETAILS:
Crafted from Paulownia wood
Length: 230mm
Weight: 140-155g
Recommended hooks: GT Recorder
6/0 or 7/0 belly, Kudako 8/0 tail
Single hooking: Jignesys 15/0
2mm S/S through wiring

ACTION:

Long/short sweeps for massive
turbulence, rolling “S” action and
large bubble trail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
1.6mm to 2mm S/S through wiring

Dzanga
BIG
CUP
Bubbletrail Sweeping Popper
DETAILS:
Crafted from Paulownia wood
Length: 160, 195, 215 & 230mm
Weight: 55g, 95g, 135g & 155g
Recommended BKK hooks:
2/0, 4/0 or 5/0, 6/0 and 7/0
Suited for single hooking, BKK LONE DIABLO
1.6mm to 2mm S/S through wiring

ACTION:

Long/short sweeps for massive
turbulence, rolling “S” action and
large bubble trail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
2.0mm S/S through wiring

Urpekari
220 FDP
220mm Floating Diving popper
DETAILS:

Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 220mm
Weight: 130-140g range
Recommended trebles: BKK GT Rex 5/0 or 6/0
Single hooking: BKK LONE DIABLO 13/0
2mm S/S through wiring

ACTION:

Long/short sweeps for a combination
of rolling and wobbling action with
huge bubbletrailing & massive
topwater turbulence.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Cups are handcarved, irregular and
all different. Do not look for the usual
drilled perfect appearance.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Mèhe 225 FS

Floating Sweeper & Twitcher
DETAILS:
Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 225mm
Weight: 105-110g
Recommended trebles: ST76 4/0
Max size trebles: GT Recorder 6/0
Suitable for single hooking or belly
treble tail single Shout Kudako 8/0.

ACTION:
Short/long sweeps for splash, bubble
trail and “S” swim with rolling
action. Topwater WTD.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Mèhe 255 FS

Floating Sweeper
DETAILS:

Carved out of Paulownia wood
Length: 255mm
Weight: 155g
Recommended hooks: GT Recorder 6/0
or 7/0. Also 7/0 belly, Kudako 8/0 tail
Single hooking: Jignesys 15/0
2mm S/S through wiring.

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for rolling “S”
swim along with splash and bubble
trail. Hard jerk for bouncing
splashing.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Kaxü 240 FS

Floating Sweeper Rough Waters
DETAILS:
Crafted from Paulownia wood
Length: 240mm
Weight: 135g
Recommended trebles: 2 x GT Recorder
6/0 or 7/0 on belly and Kudako 8/0 on tail.
Also 2 x ST76 4/0
or 2 x Jignesys 15/0 singles.

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for splash,
bubble trail and “S” motion
swimming. Rough water special.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Kaxü 260 FS

Floating Sweeper Rough Waters
DETAILS:
Crafted from Paulownia wood
Length: 260mm
Weight: 160-170g
Recommended trebles: 2 x BKK GT Rex 7/0
or bigger.
Single hooks: 2 x BKK Lone Diablo 13/0
Combined treble / single hook

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for splash,
bubble trail and “S” motion
swimming. Rough water special.

Lure Range
2mm S/S through wiring

Kaxü 285 FS

Floating Sweeper Rough Waters
DETAILS:
Crafted from Paulownia wood
Length: 285mm
Weight: 205-215g
Recommended trebles: 2 x BKK GT Rex 7/0
or bigger.
Single hooks: 2 x BKK Lone Diablo 13/0
Combined treble / single hook

ACTION:
Long/short sweeps for splash,
bubble trail and “S” motion
swimming. Rough water special.

